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BJP President Amit Shah was stumping on the campaign trail when he decided that the
best way to inspire his party’s base to go out and vote was to proudly compare India’s “antiterror” strikes to “Israel’s” and the US’, proving once and for all that the ruling Hindutva
ideologues have much more in common with Zionism and American Exceptionalism than
with the principles that embody the emerging Multipolar World Order.
Dishonest Dogma
One of the most bald-faced lies to ever become part of the Alt-Media Community’s dogma is
that India is supposedly on the same side as Russia, China, and Iran in the New Cold War
just because it preaches the high-sounding policy of “multi-alignment” and its Prime
Minister warmly embraces Presidents Putin, Xi, and Rouhani on camera. The “politically
correct” narrative is that the BJP has returned India to its past glory and that it’s therefore
destined to play a central role in the emerging Multipolar World Order, but nothing could be
further from the truth. The ruling party is actually vehemently pro-Western in both its
geopolitical outlook and ideology, as proven by the fact that India has since clinched gamechanging military-strategic partnerships with “Israel” and the US, two interconnected and
important developments that its perception managers always dishonestly attempt to
downplay in order to hoodwink Russia, China, and Iran for as long as they can until it’s no
longer possible to deny this obvious reality.
India’s “Israelis” & American “Anti-Terrorism” Role Models
While there’s been a plethora of proof about this regularly emerging over the past three
years already, the most recent incident might be an inﬂection point that makes it impossible
for India to repair the self-inﬂicted damage to its international reputation. BJP President Amit
Shah was stumping on the campaign trail during the ongoing month-long electoral process
in his country when he decided that the best way to inspire his party’s base to go out and
vote was to proudly compare India’s “anti-terror” strikes to “Israel’s” and the US’, proving
once and for all that the ruling Hindutva ideologues have much more in common with
Zionism and American Exceptionalism than with the principles that embody the emerging
Multilpolar World Order. Speaking about the Bollywood-style “surgical strike” from February,
he said that “India is only the third country after Israel and United States of America to have
retaliated to terrorism in this brave manner“, which was an unambiguous endorsement of
the aggressive actions carried out by India’s two newest military-strategic partners.
Spitting In The Face Of Every Palestinian, Syrian, & Iranian
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It deserves to be pointed out that “Israel” describes its attacks against the Palestinians in
the occupied Gaza Strip and West Bank as “anti-terrorist” strikes, which is the exact same
terminology that it uses when claiming credit for its attacks against Iran and Hezbollah in
Syria. As for the US, it’s carried out “anti-terrorist” strikes all across the so-called “Greater
Middle East”, most notoriously in Syria, Yemen, Somalia, and Libya, all of which BJP
President Shah regards as “retaliating to terrorism in a brave manner” regardless of the
countless civilian casualties that America and “Israel” are responsible for with these attacks.
Interestingly, India apparently doesn’t care about the message that it’s sending to Iran by
celebrating “Israel’s” “anti-terrorist” strikes in Syria that have allegedly martyred many
Iranian servicemen who were legally operating in the Arab Republic, but then again, all tact
regarding the Indian-Iranian partnership is being thrown out the window after New Delhi
decided to abide by Washington’s unilateral sanctions against the Islamic Republic.
Bringing Accountability To The Alt-Media Community
What’s most striking about all of this is that the BJP President thinks that comparing his
country’s international aggression to “Israel’s” and the US’ will help the incumbent party win
re-election, strongly suggesting that India’s current rulers understand just how Islamophobic
and pro-American their base really is and that many of their supporters are ecstatic about
New Delhi’s new military-strategic partnerships with Tel Aviv and Washington. If the majority
of Indians were really as multipolar-inclined as their government’s perception managers
would deceptively have the Alt-Media Community believe, then BJP President Shah wouldn’t
have dared to say what he did during the ongoing heated election where the wrong word
could doom his party’s re-election prospects, proving that he’s sincerely conﬁdent that
playing the pro-Western, Islamophobic, unipolar card might end up being the key to the
BJP’s success. This should give India’s die-hard supporters in the Alt-Media Community a
reason to reconsider the dogma that they were indoctrinated to believe and begin bringing
those who brainwashed them to account.
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